
Back from the Brink: 

Black Footed Ferrets

The black footed ferret (Mustela nigripes)

is one of the most endangered species in

North America. They exclusively live in

prairie dog colonies in short-grass prairie

and shrubland, as prairie dogs comprise

the majority of their diet. Changes in

habitat and prairie dog availability have

brought this species to the brink of

extinction, but the US Fish and Wildlife

Service and Wyoming Game and Fish are

working hard to ensure their survival for

the future. This entails captive breeding,

studying, and eventually releasing

individuals back into the wild in places

such as Shirley Basin and Meeteetse.

Wyoming is the heart of their recovery.

Ferrets in the pet trade might look similar

to black footed ferrets, but instead are

descendants from a European ferret

species.
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Back from the Brink: Black

Footed Ferrets

Digital
Resources

https://wgfd.wyo.gov/WGFD/media/content/PDF/Habitat/
SWAP/Mammals/Black-Footed-Ferret.pdf

Detailed Species Information: 

Black Footed Ferret Release Video:

"Work in the Wild" Release Video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CFyxLF18yeo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j3yfv2ArWBI

Black Footed Ferret Camera
http://blackfootedferret.org/ferret-cams/

Wyoming Outdoors Expo at Home
https://wgfd.wyo.gov/Education/WGFD-at-home

https://wgfd.wyo.gov/WGFD/media/content/PDF/Habitat/SWAP/Mammals/Black-Footed-Ferret.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CFyxLF18yeo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j3yfv2ArWBI
http://blackfootedferret.org/ferret-cams/
https://wgfd.wyo.gov/Education/WGFD-at-home


Back from the
Brink Return
Checklist
PLEASE PACKAGE IN
BOX AND RETURN

PLEASE KEEP OR
DISPOSE

Eyeshine Cutouts
Flashlight
Eyeshine handout
Species name tags
Poker chips
Cones
Plastic circles
Bandanas
Teacher guide

Anything broken or damaged
beyond repair



Teacher Preparation Before the Lesson:

Time: 45 minutes

Summary: Students will

investigate the adaptations of

one of Wyoming’s rarest creatures

- the black footed ferret, and

learn about current conservation

efforts for this endangered

species.

ANIMAL EYESHINE
Back from the Brink: Black Footed Ferrets

Materials

Prairie Animal Cutouts

Flashlight

Eye Shine Handout

Set up the animal cutouts around your classroom or another area. Put them

at different heights, angles, or even hidden under desks or furniture. If

possible, cover the cutouts with paper or tablecloths, in order to keep them

hidden from students before the activity begins. This just adds to the

element of surprise, but is not necessary for this activity to be successful.

Introduction:

Introduce students to the background and history of Black footed through

this video from WGFD: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pNLwHlQDdEk

Some discussion questions for after the video:

What does nocturnal mean?

What does adaptation mean?

What are a few of the challenges that Black Footed Ferrets face in their

survival?

Have you ever been outside at night and seen animal eyes “glow”?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pNLwHlQDdEk


After discussing the above questions, let students know that you will now

be doing an activity to simulate how scientists identify and locate

nocturnal animals. Since humans are most active during the day, we have

to use things like spotlights to help us find animals at night. Scientists

will shine lights into areas where they suspect animals to be, and look for

any light that is reflected back. This light is reflected from a shiny

membrane (called the Tapetum Lucidum) at the back of the creature’s

eyes, and gives it that “glowing” look! It’s not really glowing, but

reflecting! Humans do not have a tapetum lucidum (because we are

diurnal, or awake during the day time!). Different animals have different

colors of eyeshine (black footed ferrets have green eyeshine!), which

helps us identify which animal they came from.

For the activity, make the room as dark as possible by turning off lights,

closing windows, etc. Have the students close their eyes-- If you covered

the cutouts, this is the time to unveil them. Have students open their eyes

and let them adjust to the darkness for a few seconds. Either the

instructor or a student will be responsible for the Spotlight. Shine the

spotlight around the room, looking for eyeshine, or the reflection of the

light from the eyes of nocturnal animals. Have students try to guess what

creature they see based on the color shining back, or other features they

notice about the animal.

Record observations and student guesses as you go. After each animal

has been unveiled and students have had a chance to guess, reveal what

animal it is to the students (written on the back).

After completing the activity, watch this short video

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CFyxLF18yeo) as a class to see the

process of reintroduction of black footed ferrets and captive breeding.

Then, invite students to reflect on their experience and learning by

answering the following questions (verbally or in writing). If you were a

nocturnal animal, what adaptations would you want to help you survive?

How do scientists investigate nocturnal animals? Why is it important to

research black footed ferrets?

Reflection & Wrap Up:

Activity:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CFyxLF18yeo


Print out the Animal Cutouts and Eyeshine guide. It works best if you

use the animal cutouts as a template and cutout vague animal

shapes on black cardstock.

Glue or tape sequins or reflective cellophane to where the eyes

would be.

Hide the critters around a room, turn off the lights, turn on your

flashlight, and get looking for black footed ferrets!

If you are completing this activity at home, here are some helpful tips to

setting up this activity.

1.

2.

3.

Eyeshine Cutouts Set Up



Eyeshine guide for black-footed ferret surveys
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Species Color Comments 

Black-Footed Ferret Green to 
turquoise blue 

Extremely bright, always near burrows, 
<18inches above ground, resembles 

periscope 

Long-Tailed Weasel Green to 
greenish blue 

Usually seen as a single dot of light as eyes 
are small and close together, erratic behavior 

is typical 

Badger Green to 
greenish blue 2 larger dots separated by a white stripe 

Antelope Turquoise 
Can resemble ferrets especially when bedded 
or feeding (head low to ground), blinking eyes, 

often outline of body can be seen 

Coyote Turquoise or 
yellow 

Move quickly when spotted, run with flat 
back, usually near shrubs 

Swift Fox Turquoise or 
yellow 

Move quickly when spotted, making a 
squeaking noise can often draw fox to 
observer, often confused with ferrets 

Red Fox Turquoise or 
yellow 

Move quickly when spotted, look for white 
tipped tail 

Striped Skunk Amber 
Low to ground, slow movement, white striping 

will often be visible.  Eyeshine sometimes 
greenish 

Bobcat Yellow Small distance between spots, all felids have 
yellow eyeshine 

Cattle Yellow 
Often can see outline of body, usually in large 
groups.  Eyeshine sometimes red depending 

on breed. 

Raccoon Yellow  

Burrowing Owl Yellow  

Great Horned Owl Yellow  

Deer (Mule or white-tailed) White Sometimes silvery with green or yellow tinge, 
move away quickly 

Jackrabbit Red Larger than cottontail, move away quickly 

Cottontail Red Smaller than jackrabbit 

Bigfoot Red Tall, hairy, typically blurry 

Mothman Red Flying away often carrying ferrets 



Ferret identification guide
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Note:

Time: 30-45 minutes

Summary: Students will model a

prairie food chain to observe how

the decline of prairie dogs has

negatively impacted black footed

ferret populations.

PICKY EATERS
Back from the Brink: Black Footed Ferrets
Adapted from the National Park Service

Materials

Species name tags for

up to 30 students

Food tokens

Cones to mark

boundaries

This activity is best complete either in a gymnasium or outdoors. Set up the

cones in a large square or rectangle to mark the boundaries of the prairie

where students will play the game. Set the game up similar to the drawing

below.

Introduction:

Ask students to brainstorm

all the parts of a prairie

they can think of. Write

their answers down on the

whiteboard or chalkboard.

Some examples might

include: water, grass, soil,

birds, etc. Tell students

that you will be playing a

game that will model some

of the interactions between

parts of a prairie, to better

understand the plight of

the black footed ferret.



In this activity, students will get to run around and collect food resources

based on what their specific species eats in the wild. Set up an area to

represent the prairie. Scatter the colorful food tokens (poker chips) that

represent prey animals around the area. There should be about twice as

many Prairie Dog tokens as any other species. 

Have the students circle up and hand out a species name tag to each

student (2-4 of each species is a good breakdown). On their name tag

they will see what types of food their species eats. Below is a cheat

sheet for each animal. 

To play the game, students must run into the prairie and grab 1 food

resource that they can eat (example: a hawk can run out and grab either

1 insect, 1 prairie dog, 1 reptile, or 1 rodent). They cannot grab a food

resource for something not listed on their nametag! Once they have

grabbed a food resource, they must run back outside the prairie to their

“home base” before going back to the prairie to grab another resource.

Their home base could be a cone, tree, swing set, water bottle, etc. This

is to represent that most animals cannot just eat and eat and eat, they

must do other things such as take care or young or hide from predators

before obtaining more resources.

Signal the end of the game once most of the food resources have been

collected. Have students count up the amount and types of food

resources they have collected. Ask students: Who gathered the most

food? Why do you think that is?

Collect the food resources from students and re-scatter them in the

prairie, but remove half of the prairie dogs. You can say that half of

their population died from canine distemper, a disease that often wipes

out entire colonies of prairie dogs, habitat destruction, or other means

of prairie dog population control.

Repeat the game and discussion questions. How did the resources

change? Which species did this most affect (the black footed ferrets)?

Why? Repeat the game as many times as you would like, each time

removing about half of the prairie dog population. The other species will

be able to still find enough food to survive, but the black footed ferrets

will struggle.

Activity:



After the game, have a class discussion about who was most affected by

the loss of prairie dogs. Why was this?

Introduce the words generalist and specialist. A generalist is an animal

that eats many different types of food, while a specialist eats only 1 or a

few types of food. A black footed ferret is a prairie dog specialist - over

90% of their diet is composed of prairie dogs! This means that if prairie

dogs decline, the black footed ferret goes with it!

Discussion questions: What are some other generalist or specialist

species you can think of? How was this activity realistic? How was it

unrealistic? Why do you think we played this game?

Game Cheat Sheet:

Reflection & Wrap Up:

Predator name tags and what they can eat:

Coyote: Reptiles, insects, berries and grasses, prairie dogs, rodents,

antelope, birds, rabbits

Hawk: reptiles, insects, prairie dogs, rodents, birds, rabbits

Black footed ferret: prairie dogs

Badger: reptiles, insects, prairie dogs, rodents, rabbits, birds

Food resources:

Reptiles (snakes, lizards) - green

Insects - black

Berries and grasses - pink

Prairie dogs - red and other red-like color

Rodents (rats, mice, voles) - orange

Antelope - white

Birds - blue

Rabbits - yellow



Coyote

What you can eat
- Reptiles
- Insects
- Berries and 

grasses
- Prairie dogs
- Rodents
- Antelope
- Birds
- Rabbits



Badger

What you can eat
- Reptiles
- Insects
- Prairie dogs
- Rodents
- Birds
- Rabbits



Hawk

What you can eat
- Reptiles
- Insects
- Prairie dogs
- Rodents
- Birds
- Rabbits



Black Footed Ferret

What you can eat
- Prairie dogs



Coyote

What you can eat
- Reptiles
- Insects
- Berries and 

grasses
- Prairie dogs
- Rodents
- Antelope
- Birds
- Rabbits

Badger

What you can eat
- Reptiles
- Insects
- Prairie dogs
- Rodents
- Birds
- Rabbits



Hawk

What you can eat
- Reptiles
- Insects
- Prairie dogs
- Rodents
- Birds
- Rabbits

Black Footed Ferret

What you can eat
- Prairie dogs



Have students discuss what a prey animal is, and brainstorm adaptations

that they have to evade being eaten. Do the same, but with predator

animals. Tell students that they will be playing a game that models this

behavior in two specific Wyoming animals - prairie dogs and black footed

ferrets. Black footed ferrets almost exclusively eat prairie dogs! Prairie dogs

have many adaptations to help them survive being eaten by not only black

footed ferrets, but other predators such as coyotes, hawks, bobcats, and

snakes. One of those adaptations is to hide in holes in the ground, and

another is to freeze in place to help hide them from predators that look

specifically for movement. Both of these adaptations will be modeled in the

game.

Time: 30 minutes

Summary: Students will model

the predator and prey

relationship between black footed

ferrets and prairie dogs in this fun

adaptation of freeze tag!

PRAIRIE DOG FREEZE TAG
Back from the Brink: Black Footed Ferrets

Adapted from Project Wild

Materials

5 plastic circles

4 cones

25 food tokens

Bandanas

Introduction:

Game is best

played in a

gymnasium or

outdoors. Here is

an example of one

way to set it up.



Start by assigning each student as either a predator (black footed ferret) or

prey (prairie dog). There should be 1 predator for every 4 - 6 prey (it is

easiest to count off by sixes and assign number 1s to be predators).

Predators will wear a bandana to make sure everyone knows they are a

predator. 

The predators start the game within the cones, while the prey start the

game on the side marked as the permanent shelter. This is the part of the

prairie dog town where black footed ferrets are just too big to get to!

Prairie dogs will try to get from the permanent shelter side, to the food

token side, grab just 1 food token per trip, and back to the permanent

shelter without getting tagged by a black footed ferret. Black footed ferrets

can only move around within the cones. Prairie dogs can run or walk to the

food side, but if a black footed ferret tags them, they have to step out of

the prairie and wait for the next round to begin. Prairie dogs have two

defenses against black footed ferrets - they can either enter into a

“Temporary shelter”, marked by a circle on the ground, or they can freeze

anywhere in the prairie. If they freeze or enter a temporary shelter BEFORE

a black footed ferret tags them, they are safe. Once they leave the shelter

or unfreeze, however, they are fair game! They can freeze or be in a

temporary shelter for as long as they wish, but if they end the round with

less than 2 food tokens, they starve!

We recommend each round should be between 5-7 minutes, as those

waiting on the sidelines can get antsy to get back in!

Play as many rounds as you’d like, switching up the predator and prey roles.

You can even see what happens when you have way too many predators or

way too many prey! Or try getting rid of half of the food and seeing how the

prey species can survive with fewer resources!

Activity:

Reflection & Wrap Up:

After playing a few rounds of this game, ask the students to reflect on what

they just did. How was this game realistic? How was it different from a real

prairie ecosystem? What are some tactics that predators or prey use to be

successful in the wild?



Introduction

Time: 15 minutes +

Summary: In this activity,

students will model one of the

black footed ferrets best

adaptations for survival - their

camouflage! This game is always

a hit and can be played for as

many rounds as you would like.

CAMOUFLAGE
Back from the Brink: Black Footed Ferrets

Materials

An outdoor space with defined

boundaries (sidewalks, fences,

trees, etc)

NOTE: be sure you’re playing in

a space that doesn’t have

harmful plants (cactus) or

animals (rattlesnakes) present. 

Preface this game by introducing or reviewing the word “camouflage.”

Camouflage is a technique used by many wildlife, like black footed ferrets,

to blend in with their surrounding habitat so as to not be seen by predators

or prey. 

Oftentimes, an animal has physical adaptations (cryptic coloring or body

shape) that helps it to camouflage. Ask students if they can think of any

examples of cryptic coloration or body shape (examples include: snowshoe

hares, black footed ferrets, walking-stick insects, fawns with spots, fish

being light on the bottom & darker/patterned on top). 

Behavioral adaptations, such as moving slowly or staying very still can also

help an animal to camouflage. Ask students if they can think of any

examples of behaviors that help camouflage animals (examples include

being nocturnal, moving very slowly, migrating).

Tell students that today, they get to model both the physical and behavioral

adaptations that black footed ferrets use to survive!



Pick one student to be “it”. They can represent a predator, such as a

coyote, in this game. The rest of the students are “prey”, or black footed

ferrets.

The predator will stand in a central location, close their eyes, and count

to ten. While they are counting, prey need to run and find a hiding spot,

from which they must be able to see the predator at all times. After

counting, the predator opens their eyes and may begin looking for the

prey. The predator can pivot in a circle, squat, or stand on tip-toe to see

in different directions, but may not leave their counting spot.

When the predator spots a prey, they must identify them by name or what

they are wearing and where they are out loud. When the prey are found,

they must leave their “hiding spot” and come sit by the predator. They

may not help the predator find other prey! When the predator cannot

spot any more prey, they can announce that they are going to count to

10 again with their eyes closed and the remaining prey must move at

least 10 steps closer and find a new hiding spot. At any point in each

round, the predator can hold up a number on their hand and announce it

to the prey. The prey must be able to see and remember the numbers

from each round in order to “win” at the end, proving that they were in

sight of the predator the entire time. Play as many rounds as necessary

until there is either 1 prey left hiding OR until a prey can sneak up

without being detected by the predator and tag them. Whichever case,

that person becomes the new predator for the next game of

Camouflage.

Discuss what made predators and prey each successful? Were they

quiet? Sneaky? Good listeners? 

Think of how black footed ferrets use these techniques to survive. As

students how they would change to be more successful predators or prey

in this game. Again, think of wildlife that have those characteristics as

well, and review the concept of adaptations.

Reflection & Wrap Up:

Activity:



Click on this link: https://www.npss.sk.ca/bell-

games/prairie/build/index.html

Pick a shortgrass or tallgrass prairie. Much of Wyoming is a shortgrass

prairie.

Click on the species to try and make a healthy prairie!

1.

2.

3.

Black footed ferrets are one of

the most endangered mammals in

North America. Luckily, scientists

are working hard to help these

adorable critters survive!

BUILD A PRAIRIE
Back from the Brink: Black Footed Ferrets Extension

Activities

A big part of their survival relies on

healthy prairies and prairie dogs

(the main food of black footed

ferrets). Your first task is to build a

healthy prairie! Follow the

instructions below and answer the

questions

Instructions

Questions

What is something that surprised you about the prairie ecosystem?

Why is the survival of black footed ferrets as a species tied to the health of

the prairie? How does Wyoming play into this?

https://www.npss.sk.ca/bell-games/prairie/build/index.html


For this activity, you are tasked with creating an informational and

interesting Zoo sign. You can make your zoo sign in the space below or on a

computer.  Your sign should include any fun or interesting information about

Black Footed Ferrets, including their habitat, food, size, and a picture of

them.

One of the best ways to help an

endangered species, such as the

black footed ferret, is to spread

the word!

Example on the right.

CREATE A ZOO SIGN
Back from the Brink: Black Footed Ferrets Extension

Activities

Instructions
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